SUBJ: CASUALTY RESOLUTION ACTIVITIES
A: HSG, JGRC-LNS, DTG 031732Z MAR 75; SUBJ: ALLEGED AMERICAN REMAINS RECOVERED AT QT 222 173; THAN KY DISTRICT, QUANG TIN PROVINCE;
B: HSG; COR UH-1C SPT GP CP SAMAE SAN THAI/THG/DTG 031732Z MAR 75; SUBJ: OCCUPANT IDENTIFICATION OF THA THIEN REMAINS [VS-1-332];
C: HSG; COR JGRC-CSO-339, DTG 041432Z MAR 75; SUBJ: OCCUPANT IDENTIFICATION OF THA THIEN REMAINS [VS-1-332];

1. IF THE REMAINS REPORTED IN REF A PROVE TO BE CAUCASIAN, THERE IS A PROBABLE CORRELATION TO REF B, WHICH INVOLVED FOUR INDIVIDUALS ON A UH-1C HELICOPTER. THE INTELLIGENCE REPORT QUOTED IN THE REPORT 32 HAS CORRELATED BY DIA TO THIS INCIDENT; THE OCCUPANTS
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TRADICATION NOT EXPLAINED BY THE IR IS THAT ONLY THREE GRAVE SITES

/20831
The report, which details individual incidents for recovery activity, is as follows:

The report details incidents in the vicinity of two sites, one in the central area and another in the eastern part of the area. Additional information concerning one of the sites is stated to be prepared and transmitted in a separate document. The report also indicates that a review of the remaining sites and the site currently under examination is expected to be completed in the near future. The report further notes that there are a few remaining unknowns and uncertainties in the recovery process. The report concludes with a request for additional information concerning the remaining sites.

The report is categorized under the incident report number 10, dated December 31, 1966. The report is addressed to the attention of the appropriate authorities and is expected to be transmitted to the proper channels for further action.

The report includes a list of known individuals involved in the incident, including names and contact information. The report also includes a list of known dates and events related to the incident.

The report is signed by the coordinating officer, who is responsible for the review and transmission of the report to the appropriate authorities.
THE 50TH REPORT CONTAINS ALL DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE TO COD OF THESE SITES.

The remains mentioned in PARAS 3 AND 4 SHOULD BE ADDED TO THE ACTIVE CASE LIST AND REPORTED TO AM AFPA AT APOeka.

SUBJ: PROMPT IDENTIFICATION OF THAI WARB REMAINS (VS-1-032)

A. HQ

B. HQ, CDR, USMACV, SDT OP/THQ, 010-8593332 FEB 75. SUBJ: REC OF REMAINS NOT.

1. HEAD, JCCO-LN, 19 FEB 75, SUBJECT AS ABOVE.

2. HEAD, CDR, USMACV, SDT OP/THQ, 010-8593332 FEB 75, SUBJ: REC OF REMAINS NOT.

1. HEAD IDENTIFIED THE REMAINS RECOVERED AT YD 864 272 ON 16 FEB 75 AS SEA MONGOLOID.

2. IN VIEW OF THE FACT THAT TWO OTHER GRAVES ARE LOCATED IN THE AREA, THERE IS THE POSSIBILITY THAT THEY MAY BE CORRELATED TO REFNO 1839 AND DOA. REFNO 1839 CORRELATES WELL TO THE INITIAL INFORMATION WHICH INDICATED THE REMAINS TO BE CAUCASIAN. THE INDIVIDUAL INVOLVED, FELDMAN H. GODWIN, WASH IN AN INCIDENT AT YD 794 283 ON 4 FEB 1968. MORE RECENT REPORTS (ERSCP RECAP) LIST THE COORDINATES FOR HIS DEATH/FUNERAL AS YD 670 284, WHICH IS APPROXIMATELY ONE KILOMETER...